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GOH through 60 Years!

Winter Training 
at the Ag Arena

Celebrating 60 Years....Honoring Those Who Have Paved the Way

Glenn & Thelma Circa 1960
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Dan’s View of the Beginning . . . 
I was 12 years old when the Glenn O. Hawbaker company came into being.  In 1952, there were three Hawbaker siblings:  myself, Marie, 
and Glenn, Jr.  Alan joined us a short while later.  There was both excitement and concern at the beginning as a whole lot of our family’s 
limited possessions served as collateral to support the fi nancing of the new venture.  The siblings were enlisted to carry out equipment 
maintenance tasks on weekends and after school.  Mother, now 91, was the accounting staff, payroll department, HR and part-time truck 
driver when needed.  GOH was part time for me between the Army and College.  In January, 1966, upon graduation, GOH became my 
full-time career.  The future was ours to make and it came with ups and downs.  Thanks to many GOH people past and present, we have 
made it happen.  Sincere gratitude to those who have paved the way.      

BELIEVING IN ZERO Message From Dan Hawbaker
Any goal, personal, institutional, or corporate has to start with the belief that it is achievable.  We have a set a goal for GOH to believe 
in:  ZERO INCIDENTS.  
In an overview of 2011 incidents and lessons learned, there are many circumstances for which we say, “We’ll never do that again” or “it 
was preventable.”  As individuals, we are each a sum of many experiences, and as construction people we are trained to be SAFE.  

It is NOT OPTIONAL.  
With the distractions of life in today’s world, safety sometimes slips out of mind.  But our mindset affects our every outcome.  It’s not 
“someone else’s job” or a teammate’s responsibility – it is yours.  It starts with you.   Would you accept any less from your own family, 
your children, their teachers or coaches?

Prevent – Correct – Stop – Avoid – Take Action!
Over our 60-year history, our collective dedication and superlative efforts have seen many achievements, because WE BELIEVED.  Our 
setbacks ultimately turned to lessons learned about how to move forward with improvement.  Moving ahead with ZERO INCIDENTS 
is a mindset to be cultivated constantly with all:  team members, family members, and our working partners.  

The starting point is:  BELIEVING IN ZERO.
As we continue through 2012 and our future construction endeavors, BELIEVE IN ZERO with the passion to achieve it.  

Beginning in January of 2012 GOH is implementing a new system for managing our subcontractors.  Among our transportation 
and construction operations, we work with nearly 1000 partners to facilitate the work we perform across Pennsylvania.  It is very 
important to GOH that we do everything possible to bring the safest environment to every job site.  This includes managing our 
subcontractors in a way that ensures they are part of our process to achieve our goal of an incident free workplace.  That process 
requires signifi cant effort to collect and verify all the necessary information to 
successfully do business in a manner that is safe, effi cient, organized and compliant 
with GOH policy as well as any outside regulatory authority that may apply to 
work being performed.
 
GOH has chosen IS Net World to provide a systematic approach to managing our 
portfolio of subcontractors.  IS Net World, which provides services on a worldwide 
basis, collects information from subcontractors and organizes it in a very consistent manner.  Their staff reviews and verifi es data such 
as OSHA records, DOT records, safety and training capability, insurance information and general company facts.  The review process 
measures a contractor’s ability to perform to the safety and other standards that have been specifi ed by us and grades each one 
according to our requirements in an unbiased manner.  The risk management components of the system are interactive and ongoing 
ensuring that we and everyone we bring to the job site is capable of performing to our expectations. 
We look forward to the implementation that will take place during the fi rst quarter of 2012.  This is part of our overall objective to 
be the best and work with the best to provide solutions to our customer’s needs.   
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Letter from the Editor . . .        January 13, 2012

As I write this, the matriarch and co-founder of Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc., celebrates her 91st birthday.  Thelma, we congratulate 

you on many years!!   To thank you for your courage and dedication beginning so many years ago seems like small recognition for 

the impact those choices have made on the 1,400 families who now rely on GOH, Inc. for their livelihood.  Thelma – we celebrate 

your 91 years, and we honor you and Glenn O. for the “road you have paved” for all of us.  THANK YOU!

In collecting this chronology of our history here at GOH, I had the unique experience of looking back through every 

GOH Quarterly, beginning with Volume 1.  There is no denying the vision and leadership that has carried us forward these 

60 years.  We have the Hawbaker Family to thank for that.  With our beginnings as a small excavation and equipment 

rental company in 1952 in State College to the Heavy Construction Services and Products company we have become 

today, spanning the state of Pennsylvania with now 5 regional offi ces, we have come a long way in a relatively short time.  

Looking back through these pages of our history, (Volume #1 of our newsletter began in 1986!), familiar names seem to appear in 

nearly every issue.  Some of these folks have passed on or retired from GOH, some have gone their separate ways, but there are 

many who remain here among us as leaders now, continuing to forward the GOH mission.  Through the course of our 60-year 

history, these people have contributed to more than half of it!!  GOH has been built on the backs of these leaders.  They have 

built the towns in which we live, the roads we travel, the community centers, the YMCA’s, the universities and airports.   They 

have watched this company evolve and have adapted to the many changes the industry presented, some of them for more than 

half of their own lives!  Sincerely, I am humbled by the work these men have done.  We celebrate 60 years because of the vision 

of the Hawbaker Family.  This vision became a reality at the hands of these people who are still with us today, and many others 

who have moved on.  When you see one of them – thank them, shake their hand.  Talk with them – they have many stories to tell.  

It is no small task, the work they have done here.   Their leadership and experience has laid the very foundation for the company 

we are today.  

With over 30 years of service here at GOH, Inc. these are the people who built the State College region and set the pace for our 

expansion into other parts of Pennsylvania:  

 

We salute you!

Tracey Burgard Noviello

• Abe Frantz
• Gary Hartman 
• Jim O’Connor
• Jim Reish
• Ray Zimmerman
• Kenny Stewart

• Harry Mills
• Jim Yorks
• Terry Woodring
• Denny Bird
• Mike Dotts
• Dave Brown

• Kevin Cox
• Kurt Ross
• Melvin McMonigal
• Rick Hetzel
• George Palmer
• John Bloom

• Sue Bell
• Robert Hall
• The Leigey family
• The Hamer family
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We Remember … Norman Fisher “Bones”
On December 20, 2011, GOH lost a valued former team member, Norm Fisher. Norm started working for 
the Company in 1976 and retired in 1999. Norm played a vital role in the growth of GOH throughout his 
23 years with the company. He acted as a coach and mentor to develop fellow employees. He was always 
willing to help anyone and share his vast knowledge of the construction industry.  He built relationships with 
Customers that we still cherish today.  
Outside work, Norm had three things that he loved to do and talk about.  Through his work travels, he de-
veloped a list of restaurants; he had one in every town, where he loved to eat.  If you ever had a chance to 
travel with Norm you never missed lunch.  Secondly, he was an avid outdoorsman; he loved to hunt, fi sh, go 
to his cabin, golf, and attend sporting events. Last but most important to Norm was his family, he often shared 
stories about his wife, Peg, his children, and grandchildren and the accomplishments they achieved.
Our condolences go out to his family as we reminisce about the memories he left us.     

Ivan Hassinger

Jeremy Anzinger receives 
Goalie Award
Jeremy Anzinger a fl agger for the Western Region, 
started with GOH in July of 2011, has received 
the “Goalie Award” from Shell Corporation.  On 
December 6, 2011 Jeremy had traffi c stopped, 
when he noticed that an approaching vehicle was 
not going to stop in time.  Jeremy did not panic 
he motioned the stopped vehicle to proceed 
forward, reducing the impact to the vehicle.  
Because of Jeremy’s quick thinking, he helped 
reduce the damage and lessened any injuries that 
may have occurred during the collision.  Thank 
you and congratulations, Jeremy for a job well 
done! 

WESTERN REGION NATURAL GAS EXPLOSION
We all took our turn sitting through commencement, as seniors, listening to a guest speaker stand before us saying ‘The road ahead 
is limitless, prepare so when opportunity comes you can capitalize’.  The Western Region experienced one of these opportunities 
this fall as the natural gas explosion worked its way west.

The Western Region sat patiently, watching and waiting for the last year as regionally based men traveled to the north and east to 
assist with what seemed like an insurmountable amount of work.  Soon the challenges of those regions began to be controlled by 
hometown crews and opportunity slowly began to move westward.  The Western Region has been fortunate to acquire multiple 
contracts from several of the major operators with our most recent surge being orchestrated by Shell Exploration and Production.

In October, we started a run for Shell that held a Thanksgiving deadline.  We were asked to perform cross pipe replacement, U-drain 
installation, ditch cleaning, R-rock linings and full depth reclamation with a 3” asphalt cap.  Work needed to be done at 5 locations 
in two different counties, all to be completed in 39 days.  Along with this list they threw an access road and pad into the mix.  When 
we added this package to what was already happening in Clearfi eld, Indiana and Greene Counties, there wasn’t much wiggle room 
while staring down the barrel of winter.

This two month period was an intense, 7 day a week march for the Western Region (even though rain prohibited us from working 
7 days in a row).  We would love to list all the people involved, but that would fi ll the entire page.  This push involved every man and 
woman employed in the Western Region as well as several from State College and Turtlepoint.  Offi ce managers, cost accountants, 
project managers, estimators, foremen, crews, fl aggers, mechanics, truck drivers, low boys, dispatch and plant personnel, no one was 
overlooked.  It was truly a team effort, but I must mention one name that led the charge…..John Tkacik.

Johnny was our Field Superintendent and responsible for placing personnel and starting construction on most of these projects.  
Johnny also became the face of GOH to Shell in the Slippery Rock Region handling communication, negotiations and construction.  
Thanks to Johnny and all the men and women of the Western Region and outside support for all your safe work and commitment.  
You all missed valuable family and hunting time to make this happen.  Feel proud of your accomplishments, you safely completed 
quality work on time and under budget without incident.

JOB WELL DONE – “We will continue to prepare for greater opportunities ahead.”

Chuck Gilbert - Estimator/Project Manager - Grove City
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Ron Gummo Scholarship Winner 2011
Congratulations to Abbey Reighard!

Congratulations to this year’s Ron Gummo Scholarship recipient, Abbey Reighard.   Abbey 
is the daughter of Joe and Tina Reighard.  Joe is a Project Administrator in the Montoursville 
regional offi ce.  Abbey graduated this year from Montoursville Area High School.  She was 
very active in the Key Club, Youth Leadership Lycoming, Student Government and the 
Student Cabinet.  In addition to the Ron Gummo scholarship, she was honored with 
many other local awards and scholarships, including the PA School Press Association 
Award.  Abbey is currently working at Grigg’s Coffee Shop while she anxiously awaits her 
move to University of Pittsburgh, main campus, in January.  She will major in English and 
would eventually like to go into journalism or teaching.   In her spare time she loves the 
outdoors and spending time with her family.
Congratulations, Abbey and best wishes for your future plans!

On left: Abbey Reighard with Dan Hawbaker

On September 7th, 2011 many areas in Pennsylvania were devastated by heavy fl ooding brought 
on by a day and ½ of rain on already saturated ground.  Loyalsock Creek watershed, which 
is next to our Montoursville offi ce was hit particularly hard 10.2 inches of rain falling in the 
Loyalsock creek corridor in just 3 days.  The irony of this event was less than 20 miles to the 
west Pine Creek never even achieved fl ood stage, yet the Loyalsock creek had a “500 year” fl ood 
event.  The destruction was far worse than anything seen during Agnes in 1972.  The personal 
losses have yet to be fi nalized, but many homes were completely destroyed and countless were 
severally damaged.  

Infrastructure within the valley experienced heavy losses as well.  The train bridge spanning 
the Loyalsock creek in Montoursville since 1927 was damaged to the point of collapse on one 
end.  It has since been totally removed, with plans for a new bridge to be out for bid in early 
2012.  Another major structure known as the “Slab town” bridge 7 miles north of Montoursville 
was totally destroyed during this event and will be out for bid in early March 2012.   To put the 
water levels of this fl ood into perceptive, during the Agnes fl ood of 1972 the gauge in Barbour’s 
recorded a high water mark of 21.9’.  For the September 2011 fl ood it reached 34’.  The gauge 
in Loyalsockville (Slabtown bridge) hit a high of 14.72’ in 1972 and peaked at 19.78’ during this 
event.  

Roadway damage was unprecedented as well.  Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. was one of the fi rst 
contractors called in by Dist. 3-0 to help get folks up and down the “87 corridor”.     To date, 
we have completed just under $5 million dollars in fl ood damage repairs within Bradford, Tioga, 
Lycoming, and Sullivan counties.  Flood work repair is ongoing.  

Joe Reighard 

Floodwork in Loyalsock
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1960 1970 1980 1990

1952 
Glenn O. & Thelma purchase excavating equipment from brother, 
J. Alvin Hawbaker and begins business as Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. 
(GOH). Through 1965, GOH is primarily an equipment rental and 
paving company for local homebuilders and contractors

1972 
Glenn O. and Thelma pass  
ownership of GOH to their children, 
Dan, Glenn Jr., Marie, and Alan.  

1974 
Pleasant Gap opens the fi rst PDOT-
approved Drum Mix Asphalt Plant.

1974 – GOH buys out local 
competition, Dorsey Corl operations

1978 
Dan becomes President and CEO

1990 - Bridge Operations begins under the Supervision of Herb Feather.
 - Pleasant Gap Aggregate Plant tops its fi rst 1,000,000 tons of production!
1992 - 1st Annual GOH Charity Golf Outing.
 - GOH begins concrete highway patching with the leadership of Jim Reish.
 - GOH acquires our fi rst Milling machine, a CAT 450C.
1994 - Turtlepoint Asphalt opens and rail service begins from Pleasant Gap to Turtlepoint.
1995 - Montoursville Asphalt plant opens.
 - Milroy-Hostettler Quarry opens.
 - GOH implements Viewpoint and HCSS Software
1996 - GOH paves the parking lot of the new Bryce Jordan Center
1997 - Sandy Ridge Quarry opens.
 - Completion of the SR26 Bypass, a $10M+ project, GOH’s largest to date.
1998 - GOH purchases George Logue, Inc. and opens an offi ce in Montoursville, PA.
 - Hagerman’s Run Quarry opens.
 - University Park Airport Expansion.
1999 - Pleasant Gap Wash Plant operations begin.
 - Awarded I-99 contract, Shiloh Rd to Harrison Rd., $47.5M – largest to date
 - Montoursville Asphalt and Aggregate each reach 200,000 tons of production 
  on the same day.

1986 - First GOH Newsletter published, Vol. 1
  entitled “The Spring Planter”.
 - GOH acquires their 2d concrete truck!.
 - Penn DOT requires employees and contract   
  workers to wear ORANGE for safety while 
  working on roadways.

1989 - First GOH Quarterly is published.
 - Dubois Asphalt Plant opens.

90‘s

80‘s

70‘s

50‘s

1968
Main Offi ce moves to 325 W. 
Aaron Drive60‘s



2000 2010

2000 - Stampcrete operation begins
2001 - SUPERPAVE
 - New State College Offi ce Building Complete:  HQ moves from Aaron Drive to Waddle Road
 - Turtlepoint Asphalt Plant ships 1,000,000th ton!
 - AE Scudder Sand & Gravel acquired, Erwin, NY
 - GOH Shuttlebuggies begin traveling the US!
 - NOVACHIP
 - First Annual Rails to Trails Bike Ride – Pine Creek Valley
2002 - Hawbaker Construction Services (now Hawbaker Engineering) formed
  Safe Shoulder Roller developed by GOH personnel
 - 1st Penn DOT ECMS Project Awarded to GOH:  Governor’s Park Bike Path, Bellefonte
2003 - Clarion Aggregate Plant constructed
 - GOH begins utilizing GPS equipment on Heavy Iron
 - Montoursville Asphalt hits 1,000,000 tons produced!
2004 - GOH implements Heavy Job software
 - Brokenstraw Gravel Pit opened in Pittsfi eld, PA
 - We bid farewell to our Patriarch, Glenn O. Hawbaker
2006 - Whiterock Quarry Railroad siding completed
 - GOH expand their operations to the west in Grove City, PA and to the east in Hazleton, PA
 - GOH’s fi rst “Pave the Caribbean Islands” tour
2007 - Command Alkon implemented 
 - Montoursville Asphalt Team receives Golden Scoop Award from PDOT Dist. 3-0
 - GOH adds shoring and piling to our Bridge Construction Services
 - Lawrenceville Sand & Gravel facility begins production
 - SMA (Stone Matrix Asphalt)
 - GOH’s second “Pave the Caribbean Islands” tour – Grand Cayman
2008 - I-99 Corridor opens
 - WMA (Warm Mix Asphalt)!!!
2009 - GOH Recycling Center opens, State College, PA

2010 - Pleasant Gap Intermodal Rail Facility opens
 - Marcellus Shale Development moves into HIGH GEAR
 - Pleasant Gap, Plant 1A erected
 - GOH exceeds 1,000,000 tons RAP utilized back to HMA
 - Ownership of GOH transferred to Dan and sons, Michael and Patrick
2011 - GOH acquires Calvin C. Cole companies and expands into Bradford County 
    with the Green’s Landing Offi ce and Bradford County Quarry
 - Montoursville Asphalt Team receives 2D Golden Scoop Award from PDOT Dist. 3-0
2012 - Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. celebrates 60 years!

‘s

00‘s

10‘s
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Welcome Jared Pantella!
Jared comes to Hawbaker Engineering with 3 years of experience 
working in North Central Pennsylvania as a surveyor and civil 
engineering technician; primarily in the Marcellus gas industry. Jared 
was hired in May of 2010 as an intern, and continued working part-
time for Hawbaker Engineering throughout his senior year of college. 
He graduated in May 2011 from Penn State University, acquiring 
bachelor’s degrees in both civil engineering and surveying engineering. 
He now works in the Montoursville offi ce, where he assists in land 
development, erosion control, stormwater management, permitting, 
and surveying. When not at work, Jared enjoys spending time with his 
girlfriend Brittany, working on the construction of his new home and 
hiking with his bird dog, Bullseye. 
Welcome to Hawbaker Engineering Team, Jared!

Welcome B.K. Bastress!
B.K. ‘Bass’ Bastress began his tenure as Chief of Surveys of Hawbaker 
Engineering’s State College Offi ce in November of 2011. With 33 
years of experience in the fi eld, offi ce, and courthouse, B.K. brings 
a wealth of information with him to his new position at HE. A 1976 
graduate of the Pennsylvania State University with a B.A. Degree 
in History, he acquired his Professional Land Surveyor licensure in 
1989. His duties at Hawbaker Engineering include the day-to-day 
overseeing of the State College survey crews and offi ce personnel, 
solving perimeter surveys, checking and sealing outgoing plans, and 
bringing in new clients.   Happily married for 23 years, B.K. lives 
in Penns Valley with his wife and two daughters. On fall and winter 
weekends, he can be found in the woods cutting fi rewood. Currently 
between dogs, B.K. and his family look forward to fi nding and raising 
a German Shepherd, a family tradition. He also likes to fi sh for trout, 
has played for the same softball team for 32 years, and has enjoyed 
driving all over Central Pennsylvania to follow his daughters’ various 
Penns Valley activities and sports teams. 

Welcome Beth Burrows!
We are pleased to welcome Beth Burrows to our Safety Team at GOH, Inc.  Beth 
graduated from Bloomsburg University with a BS degree in Marketing and has 
spent the past 15 years working in the insurance industry as a claims handler.   
Working in a risk management capacity, her primary responsibilities at GOH will 
be handling property damage incidents, managing liability litigation, working as the 
liaison between GOH and our third party insurance administrator, and managing 
the safety performance of our sub-contractors .   
Originally from Renovo, Pennsylvania, Beth enjoys cooking, reading, and spending 
time in the outdoors with her family.  She is an accomplished 22 rim-fi re silhouette 
marksman who shoots competitively throughout the summer months.   Beth 
resides in Mill Hall, PA with her husband Matt, two daughters Katie and Kelsey, and 
the family’s menagerie of pets.  
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Big Red Trucks and the Environment
We all have an important role in making GOH an industry leader in environmental protection.  Over the last year our efforts in 
responding to environmental issues have increased.  As we continue to grow as a company so must our level of awareness, response, 
and commitment increase in dealing with the environment we work in. As we make safety an integral part of our every day activities, 
likewise it must become second nature for us to include the elements of our Environmental Policy in our daily work.  
But why is this important and what does it have to do with Red Trucks?

The environmental liabilities associated with the work we perform every day are great and varied.  In addition to the damage we 
could do to the environment, our liabilities also include the costs for remediation, lost materials, lost time, penalties and fi nes, permit 
blocks,  and all at the risk of a tarnished reputation.   As our industry becomes more competitive, the difference between “us and them” 
comes down to more than dollars and cents.  The agencies regulating us, the client we are working for, and the public observing us are 
all concerned (and quick to be critical) with how serious we take our responsibilities to protect and preserve “their” environment.  
The lowest bid is no longer the only defi ning factor in being awarded work.  Our safety and 
environmental record have become an integral part of every bid selection.  In addition, we are 
held accountable for the actions of our sub-contractors. 

“Red Trucks” set us apart from our competitors.  They are clean, well maintained, and easily 
identifi ed.  They represent a tradition and brand identifi cation for GOH.  They outwardly display 
our company pride and commitment to excellence. As much as Red Trucks and high quality 
work are a part of our reputation so must our commitment to safety and the environment be 
what we are recognized for.  This will require a continued effort from all of us. 

As we move into 2012, be prepared:
• Review your spill plans and reporting requirements.
• Locate your phone lists and keep them updated. 
• Complete an Environmental Inspection Report for your work site. 
• Insure you have the proper equipment to respond to an incident and know how to use it. 
• Know who to call with questions and make those calls before an incident occurs.  

Mike Welch, Director of Environmental Services

Tis the season…
Although seemingly fortunate to date with very little accumulated snow fall to speak of, the reality is the big storms of the year are headed 
our way and with them the need for the “Winter Road Warriors” to hit the streets and highways.  I speak of the snow plow operators; the 
men and woman who bravely head out into the storm to plow the roads and streets that we all must travel to get home safely. 

In the Nov. 23, 2011 edition of The Daily Review, PA State Transportation Secretary Barry Schoch states, “Snow plow operators have an 
enormous responsibility.  They are out there during peak traffi c hours, keeping an eye out for motorists and obstacles, monitoring salt 
spreading and in many cases driving in near-zero visibility.  This is why it is so important for motorists to give all snow plow operators the extra 
room they need to do their jobs safely and effectively.  It’s challenging enough without having to deal with impatient or unsafe motorists.” 

PennDot recommends that motorists follow these safety tips when encountering a plow truck: 

Stay Back - Stay at least six car lengths behind an operating plow and remember that the main plow is wider then truck.  Wing plows, 
which are located on the side of the trucks are generally ten feet wide.

Remain Alert - Snow plows generally travel much more slowly than other traffi c and may at times be completely obscured due to 
blowing snow or heavy snowfall rates.  This is especially true in open areas where high winds can create zero visibility without warning. 
Move Over - Move as far away from the centerline of the road as is safely possible when approaching a snow plow head-on and 
remember that snow spray can obscure the actual snow plow width.

Never Pass – Never try to pass or get in between several trucks plowing side by side in a “plow train.”  The weight of 
the snow thrown from the plow can quickly cause smaller vehicles to lose control, creating a hazard for all nearby vehicles.

Don’t drive in the snow plow “No Zone” – Never travel next to a snow plow since there are blind spots where the 
operator can’t see.  Also, plow trucks can occasionally be moved sideways when hitting drifts or cutting through heavy snowpack.

Headlights On – Keep your lights on when driving near snow plows to help the operator better see your vehicle.  Also remember 
that under Pennsylvania state law, vehicle lights must be on every time a vehicle’s wipers are on due to inclement weather.
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Training Season 2012
Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. believes that ongoing education and training are fundamental for professional and personal growth. Once again 
this year, GOH will invest over one million dollars in training and developing our workforce. As in previous years, training will include 
things such as MSHA, First Aid & CPR, Leadership Development, PennDOT Flagger, Paving Training, Driver Training, and Selection and 
Retention, just to name a few.
A new “twist” to our offseason training schedule this year is that our Basic Management and Drug Free Workplace 
trainings will all be completed online! That means: less time spent travelling to get to trainings, 24 hour access - so you 
can take the training at a time that best fi ts your schedule, and each of the trainings have been developed by experts. 
Work stations are being set up at each of our Regional Offi ces for those people who do not have internet access. 
More information and instructions on how to access the training sites will be sent via mail and email to those employees who are 
required to complete it.

GOH Annual Paving Training: 2012
GOH held its annual Paving Training at the Ag Arena on the campus of Penn State University for 
the full week of January 2, 2012.  Training was attended by approximately 190 paving professionals 
gathered from all the operational regions.
  
This full day of training focuses on safety and safe practices within our industry, while encouraging 
the same safe practices at home.  By holding safety as a value within ourselves, coupled with our 
job specifi c training, we are striving towards our goal of zero injuries for our work force. 

The training is divided into two parts.  The morning session is a classroom format where 
accomplishments from last year’s construction season were discussed as well as what is in store 
for the future.    A quick update on current topics such as Warm Mix Asphalt, Longitudinal Joint 
Specifi cation, and the proposed Safety Edge Specifi cation were discussed before jumping back into 
the heart of the training, which is safety.  Last year’s safety performance for GOH was reviewed.  
We then focused on some of last years incidents and discussed ways of preventing similar 
occurrences in the future.  A large part of the morning was spent on Hazard Recognition, which 
included OSHA’s focus-four hazards and also included a presentation by Catamount Consulting.
The afternoon session has more of a hands-on approach.  Everyone gathered on the Ag Arena 
fl oor where a DOT compliance inspection was performed on one of our service trucks.  After 
that, the class was broken into smaller groups that moved around to different work stations, 
including paver & widener safety, milling safety, roller safety, tarbuggy operations, and a vehicle/
equipment tie-down compliance station.  The training was well received by those attending, and 
the expectation is that they will carry this training with them as we pursue the goal of zero 
incidents & injuries.

GOH would like to thank Troy Franks, Doug Franks, Matt Lupton, Curt Moore, Ivan Hassinger, 
Tom Abbey, Scott Burkett, Alan Leathers, and Josiah Murray for their help with the training as well 
as our partners in the industry:  Chuck Deahl and Jim Head with Bomag/Compaction America; 
Bob Kostelic with Cleveland Brothers-CAT; Matt Wilson, Greg Grimes, & Mike Aument of Groff 
Tractor; Sam Scribe with Catamount Consulting; and Jeff Wharran for helping us coordinate with 
the Pennsylvania State Police. 

L to R:  Kurt Packer, Barry Dickson, Josh Payne, Duane Gallagher, Dave Auman, Dan Brannon, 
Jim Culbertson, Jeff Greene, Todd Brown, Terrance Ferguson, Randy Hamer
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GOH Bridge Safety Training: 2012
GOH Bridge Operations were fortunate 
enough to have the Ag Arena available for our 
annual training. Two groups of 40 employees 
from our Central and Eastern regions attended 
two very successful days of training on 
January 9 & 10.  The training included hands-
on activities on the fl oor of the arena and a 
classroom review of various subjects in the 
upstairs conference room.  

The hands-on stations on the fl oor included 
fall protection, cranes and rigging, EFCO forms 
and scaffold, and Stihl gas powered equipment. 
This split the group of 40 bridgeworkers into 
smaller groups to encourage interaction. Tom 
Liegey, Joe Liegey, and Tim English provided 
instruction at the EFCO/ Scaffold station on 
forming and scaffold safety. Scott Sechrist, Dave 
Liegey, and Bill Dover provided the information 
and updates on regulations and procedures at 
the crane and rigging area. Mark Weaver and 
a representative from Reliance Fall Protection, 
Kyle Kenney, combined their knowledge to 
update everyone on installation and inspection 
of our horizontal lifeline systems. The fi nal 
station was taught by a representative from 
Stihl manufacturing.

The classroom upstairs was set up to review an 
assortment of safety topics. The day began with 
a review of the agenda and a brief overview of 
work completed in 2011 and backlog for 2012.  
As part of the discussion, Dan Hawbaker, Patrick 
Hawbaker, and Ivan Hassinger all stopped by to 
stress the importance of improving our safety 
culture and the rewards of doing so. Curt 
Moore and Tom Crowl both covered 2011 
incidents and safety performance. Sam Scribe 
from Catamont also contributed with some 
great presentations. Kelly Jones from Diamond 
Products and Adam Baumunk from Hilti also 
gave presentations on safety associated with 
their products. The opportunity was offered 
for comments and questions. Everyone 
thought that the focus on safety has helped 
GOH and agreed that we need to continued 
improvement.  

In addition to those mentioned above, GOH 
would like to thank Alan Leathers, Scott 
Burkett, Kristin Wright, and Luz Leathers for 
helping cover driver’s fi les and new policy info. 
I also want to thank Elaine Lang for organizing 
this event and everyone who helped set up and 
tear down. We couldn’t have done it all without 
you all.

J. Warren Stoner
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“Eat more foods that grow on plants and

less that are processed in plants.” 

Make it a Healthy New Year… 
 
Healthy eating, stress management, and physical activity are all key components to a 
healthy you! Below are helpful tips and facts that will assist you in having a happy, 
healthy New Year! 
 
 
 

Create a Healthy Eating Pattern 
 More of this… less of that! 
At the beginning of each week, create a roadmap of what your meals will consist of. Being 
proactive will help you make better choices throughout your busy work week. Look for ways 
to change the Pick, Prep, and Portion of foods in your diet! 
 

More Portion Calorie Fat Less Portion Calorie Fat  

Baked Chicken Breast 6oz 200 Cal 4gm Deep-Fried Chicken 6 oz 440 Cal 36 gm 

Lean Tenderloin 6oz 364 Cal 16 gm Prime Rib (Roasted) 8 oz 672 Cal 48 gm  

Lean Ground Beef (Broil) 6oz 428 Cal 26gm  Regular Ground Beef 6oz 524 Cal  38 gm 

Turkey Breast 3oz 87 Cal  1.8gm  Bologna 3oz 267 Cal  24gm  

1% Low-Fat Milk  8oz 95 Cal 2gm Whole Milk  8oz 139 Cal  8gm 

Plain Non-Fat Yogurt  8oz 126 Cal  0gm Fruited Yogurt 8oz 237 Cal 2gm 

Lite Ranch Dressing 2tbsp 50 Cal  4gm Regular Ranch Dressing 2tbsp 170 Cal  18gm 

Iced Skinny Flavored 
Latte 

16oz 110 Cal 4gm Iced White Choc Mocha 16oz 340 Cal  9gm 

 
Managing Stress 

Find Ways to Rest and Relax! 
Stress is the automatic non-specific response to any change or demand. Recognize stress and its origins and 
find ways to combat daily stressors. 

  

Deep 
Breathing Yoga Journaling  

Progressive 
Muscle 

Relaxtion 

Focus on your Eustress or “good 
stress” which provides motivation! 
Here are some ways to relax and 
distress…



 
Physical Activity  
 Get Moving and Have Fun! 
 Select physical activities that match your skills and abilities. According to the 2008 Physical Activity 
Guidelines for Americans, people need to do two different types of physical activities each week to improve 
their health–aerobic and muscle-strengthening. Even 10 minutes one to two times a day is a great way to start!  
To achieve the health benefits, plan to increase these activities once a week.  
 

Adults Need At Least 

 

2 hours and 30 minutes (150 minutes) of moderate-intensity aerobic activity (i.e., brisk walking) 
every week and 

 

muscle-strengthening activities on 2 or more days a week that work all major muscle groups 
(legs, hips, back, abdomen, chest,  shoulders, and arms).  

OR 
1 hour and 15 minutes (75 minutes) of vigorous-intensity aerobic activity (i.e., jogging or 
running) every week and 

 

muscle-strengthening activities on 2 or more days a week that work all major muscle groups 
(legs, hips, back, abdomen, chest,  shoulders, and arms).  

 

 

*Check with your physician before beginning an exercise program 
 

Fun Ways to Lose Weight! 
~Join a dance class~ Compete in a weight loss challenge~ Play a physical 

activity video game~ Take a healthy cooking class~  
 

Health Promotion Wellness Resources for Highmark Members 
Call Blues On Call℠ at 1-888-BLUE(2583)-428 anytime 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for confidential support from a 
specially-trained Health Coach. Our Health Coaches have access to a variety of resources to assist you, including health 
guides, educational materials and videos. Or call Highmark Member Services on the back of your health insurance ID 
card to learn about Member wellness services. 
Enroll in an online wellness program. Get a personalized plan for weight management by going to your Member 
website at www.highmarkblueshield.com. Follow the instructions to log in and click on the “Your Health” tab. Select the 
link “Improve Your Health” to enroll in a variety of online programs. Or search the Health Topics tab of your Member 
website for an extensive online library of resources. 
 
Ask about wellness programs offered at your worksite and in the community. Contact your company’s wellness 
coordinator to learn about community programs offered at your workplace. Contact the Wellness Resource Center at 1-
800-650-8442 to find programs in your area! 
 
 

Long term effects of Stress 

Increased Blood Pressure  Anxiety or Panic Disorders 

Heart Disease  

Overweight and Obesity  

Decreased Immune System 
Response 

Depression 

s 

ts and
s.” 
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GOH supplied the kids from Troy Elementary School some “high visibility” safety gear while they worked on a 
window painting project along the busy streets of downtown Troy, PA.  

Toys for Tots 2011
Kiddos across central Pennsylvania had a brighter Christmas thanks to GOH and HE’s generous employees. 
Leslie Conklin (HE) and Grace Reuss (GOH) were Santa’s elves on Saturday, December 10th when they went 
shopping with the funds raised through the Hershey Park reservation checks donated, which amounted to over 
$4,500. Additionally, employees donated by placing toys in the toy collection box that was located at the State 
College offi ce. I personally want to thank all those who participated this year and hope you will do so again next 
year. Just think  how many smiles we were responsible for on Christmas morning!
Thank you again on behalf to the kiddos!
Leslie Conklin
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Graduation News!
GOH sponsored the recent class of Dale Carnegie graduates at Central 
Pennsylvania Institute of Science and Technology in Pleasant Gap, PA.  

Pictured here is Dan Hawbaker with one very happy graduate, Kathryn 
Fries, daughter of Cory Fries.  Congratulations on a job well done!



BABY ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Michael and Amanda Knowlden
Congratulations to Mike and Amanda Knowlden on the birth of their son, Benjamin Michael Knowlden.  Benjamin was born 
August 28, 2011 at the Williamsport Hospital.  He weighed 8 lbs., 2 ounces and measured 21 inches in length.
Michael works for GOH as a mechanic at the Montoursville Shop.  Amanda is a cook at Red Lobster.  Congratulations on 
the new addition to your family!

Aaron Norman and Roxane Stuck
Congratulations to Aaron and Roxane on the birth of their daughter, Kenley Brielle Norman who was born October 13, 
2011 at the Evangelical Community Hospital.  Kenley weighed 6 lbs., 15 ounces and measured 18.5 inches in length.
Aaron works for GOH as a laborer and Roxane is a Registered Nurse at the Lewistown Hospital.  Congratulations on the 
new addition to your family!

Stephen and Brandi Rosenswie
Congratulations to Stephen and Brandi on the birth of their daughter, Alaina Grace Rosenswie.  Alaina was born October 
21, 2011 at the Olean General Hospital.  She weighed 7lbs. and measured 19 inches in length.  
Stephen works for GOH as an Aggregate Lab Tech at our Shinglehouse facility, and Brandi is a hair stylist for Smart Style 
Salon.  Alaina has a big sister, Lynzie Sakayla Rosenswie.  Congratulations to the Rosenswie family on the addition to your 
family!

Joshua Dunn and Karen Varner
Congratulations to Josh and Karen on the birth of their daughter, Haylee Elizabeth Dunn.  Haylee was born October 20, 
2011 at the Lewistown Hospital.  She weighed 6lbs., 10 ounces and measured 19.5 inches in length.  
Josh works for GOH as a Milling Machine Operator based out of State College, and Karen is a Patient Care Assistant at 
the Lewistown Hospital.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Ryan and Michele Hamer
Congratulations to Ryan and Michele on the birth of their daughter, Peyton Treva Hamer.  Peyton was born October 26, 
2011 at the Altoona Regional Hospital System.  She weighed        
5 lbs., 11 ounces and measured 18 inches in length.  
Ryan works for GOH as a Concrete Foreman based out of State College, and Michele works as a Dental Assistant for Dr. 
Donald Miller.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Andrew and Jennifer Domanick
Congratulations to Andrew and Jennifer on the birth of their son, Andrew Thomas Domanick.  Andrew was born at 
Altoona Regional Health Systems on November 24, 2011.  He weighed 
8 lbs., 8 ounces and measured 20 inches in length.
Andrew works for GOH as a night shift Plant Operator at the Pleasant Gap Aggregate Plant, and Jennifer is an Accounts 
Receivable Technician for Home Nursing Agency.  Congratulations to your family!

Josh and Brittany Jackson
Congratulations to Josh and Brittany on the birth of their son, Tucker James 
Jackson.  He weighed 6 lbs., 15 ounces and measured 19 inches in length.  
Tucker was born August 12, 2011 at Altoona Hospital. 
Josh works for GOH as a Utility 2 man at the Pleasant Gap Aggregate Plant. 
Congratulations on the new addition to your family!

Jennifer and Samuel K. Rees, Jr.
Congratulations to Sam and Jennifer on the birth of their daughter Maxieana 
Ryba Rees who was born October 30, 2011 at the Mount Nittany Medical 
Center.  Maxieana weighed 5 lbs., 15 ounces and measured 20 inches in length.
Sam works for GOH as an Equipment Operator based out of State College, 
and Jennifer is a Certifi ed Phlebotomy Technician at Mount Nittany Medical 
Center.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Brian Stimer and Natasha Strong
Congratulations to Brian and Natasha on the birth of their son, Everett 
Robert Douglas Stimer.  Everett was born November 11, 2011 at Mount 
Nittany Medical Center.  He weighed 8 lbs., 5 ounces and measured 19 inches 
in length.  
Brian works for GOH as a Lab Technician at the Pleasant Gap Asphalt Plant, 
and Natasha is a full-time mom.  Congratulations on the addition to your 
family!

Heath and Brianne Meek
Congratulations to Heath and Brianne on the birth of their son, Aiden Willard 
Meek.  
Aiden was born November 29, 2011 at the Mount Nittany Medical Center.  
He weighed 
8 lbs., 13 ounces and measured 21 ½ inches in length.
Heath works for GOH as a Concrete Finisher, and Brianne is a Clinical 
Dietitian for Mountain Laurel Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.  
Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Rick and Michele Fisher
Congratulations to Rick and Michele on the birth of their daughter, Reagan 
Alexandra Fisher who was born December 4, 2011 
at Mount Nittany Medical Center.  Reagan 
weighed 8 lbs., 2 ½ ounces and measured 
21 inches in length.
Rick is a Shop Leader for GOH at 
Pleasant Gap, and Michele is a stay 
at home mom.  Reagan has three big 
brothers; twin brothers Reese and 
Riley who are 8 and Ross who is 2.  
Congratulations to the family on 
the new addition!



GLENN O. HAWBAKER INC.
1952 Waddle Road
Suite 203
State College, PA 16803
www.goh-inc.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Save the Date!
Our Annual Retiree and Years of Service Celebration will be held at Raystown Lake 

Resort and Conference Center.  Plan to bring the family, the boat, the camper and plan 
for a weekend of fun at the lake from Sept. 8 – 10, 2012.  We will host a dinner party 

celebration the evening of Saturday, Sept. 8 at the Resort Conference Center. 
Watch for registration and details coming to you soon!
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